SC2000 MASTERSHADE® Exterior retractable
solar screen systems

The SC2000 Mastershade® is an exterior vertical rolling screen system which can be rolled up
and down as needed. The fabric runs inside vertical guide Tracks or Cable Guides by means
of gravity. When the shade is retracted the fabric is stored in the built-in protective box. A
specially designed horizontal weighted Hem bar keeps the fabric taut. The Mastershade® is
made of the highest quality extruded aluminum. The SC2000 has a 4”Cassette box.
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OPERATION:
Although mounted on the outside, the Mastershade® SC2000 is easy to operate with a
standard pull tape either inside or outside the wall. A gear/crank set is optional as is a
convenient push-button motor. When motorizing multiple units, we recommend using the
RTS remote standard motors. Use either a Telis1 or Telis 4 control switch. Multiple units
can be wired together on the same connection. Note: CMO manual override motors are not
available
BOX:
The SC2000 is available in either standard box, or Waterfall box.
TRACK:
The SC2000 is available with standard track, cable guides, or no track/cable guides.
FABRIC:
Available STOCK mesh fabric patterns are the most popular Soltis 86 (14% open), Mermet
Natte 4500 (14% open), and Satine 5500 (6% open). Textiline 95 is also available. Acrylic
fabrics such as Para are also available, and in stock (See separate price categories for each
mesh and fabric type).
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SC2000 STANDARD
& WATERFALL SMALL BOX 4”

MEASURING

Width: Determine the desired width. The width you order is
the measurement outside of track to outside of track. If
possible, add one inch (1”) on each side for proper window
coverage by the fabric. There will be a small 3/8” gap between
the fabric edge and the track on each side unless you use
Flange track which overlaps the fabric gap. If using cable
guides instead of track, allow roughly 1 ½” less fabric on each
side. Adjust the width of the cassette accordingly to cover the
opening if using cable guides.
Height: Determine the height of the window or opening. The
fabric or screen mesh should cover the height of the window.
The height of the delivered screen includes the cassette. To
calculate the height of the shade, add the height of the cassette
(4”) and the hem bar (2”) to the total height of the window
measurement (see to left and below). Note: Watch out for
casement windows that will interfere with the hem bar when the
shade is retracted (In such a case, mount the top of the cassette
6” above the opening window edge). In addition, if the hem bar
needs to go below the glass area as not to bee seen through the
glass when the shade is lowered, add another 2” to the height,
for a total of 8” (Glass height plus 8”).

The SC2000 can be ordered in less than 1” increments in
both the width and the height. Any increments above a
given foot size are priced at the next largest foot size.
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STANDARD TRACK SC2000 shown with track bracket

FLANGE Track SC2000

Standard box: with track or cable guides

Optional: Waterfall box

STANDARD type box is available with
SIZES FOR SC2000 Mastershade®
Max width 14 ft. with single fabric
Max width 24 ft. with split fabric (2 ea. fabrics)
Max drop 12 & 14 ft. (Depending on size)
Note: Max drop depends on width
and fabric type.

both track and cable guides see above

WATERFALL type box is used on
applications where there are door handles
or a wall may not be flush like an uneven
rock wall. Cable guides are not available.
NOTE: Make sure you make the shade
slightly wider for proper sun protection.
The large gap between the fabric edge and
glass area is much bigger than when using
the standard box. Typically you will not use
flange track with waterfall option.
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OPERATION TYPE:
TAPE OPERATION (Standard):
The shade can be operated either from the inside or outside
with a simple tape pull (see below).
A tape spool is available as an option instead of the tape lock
and tassel.
GEAR OPERATION:
Operate the shade with a standard hand crank (4:1 ratio gear)
from the inside or outside.
MOTORIZED OPERATION:
Use either a standard hardwire motor or upgrade to RTS
ALTUS remote technology. The shade can then be operated
with push button or remote control.
Minimum widths: Standard motor 26”
Altus motor 29”
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